2003 ford 4.0 engine

Rated at a rather anemic horsepower, the 4. It also has an unusual overhead cam drive setup.
Unlike most other OHC V6 and V8 engines that drive both overhead cams directly from the
crankshaft with a belt or chain, this engine has an intermediate jackshaft in the middle of the
block where a pushrod cam would normally be located. Advertisement Click Here to Read More
Advertisement Unlike most other OHC V6 and V8 engines that drive both overhead cams
directly from the crankshaft with a belt or chain, this engine has an intermediate jackshaft in the
middle of the block where a pushrod cam would normally be located. A short timing chain on
the front of the engine connects the crankshaft to the intermediate jackshaft. A second, longer
timing chain behind the first chain connects the front of the jackshaft to the overhead cam on
the left side of the engine. A third timing chain in the back of the engine connects the rear of the
jackshaft to the overhead cam in the right cylinder head. It probably allowed the engine to be
shorter and more compact. The noise is most noticeable when a cold engine is first started, and
is usually loudest from to rpm. The same noise problem can also develop in and newer
high-mileage engines as a result of chain guide wear. In some instances, the guide may break
and disintegrate and spew debris into the oil pan. This may also cause one of the timing chains
to break typically the front left chain. Advertisement Fortunately, the 4. But it does create an
expensive repair for the vehicle owner. This timing chain cassette can be replaced without
having to pull the engine out of the vehicle. But, if the engine has a bad rear chain or guide, or a
chain guide has failed and throws debris into the crankcase, you will have to remove the engine
to make the required repairs. That includes removing the flywheel and flexplate so that the rear
cam drive cassette can be replaced, and pulling the oil pan so any debris in the oil pan and oil
pickup screen can be cleaned out. The redesigned Ford primary timing chain service kit
includes an improved chain tensioner and chain guide, chain, jackshaft and sprockets. But if
the right head has to come off, the only way to remove the head is with the engine out of the
vehicle because of the rear cam drive on the right head. This might be a viable alternative IF you
can find a good used low-mileage 4. A better option if your customer is willing to spend the
money would be to install a remanufactured engine. A reman engine from a reputable supplier
should be completely reconditioned to original specifications and come with an extended
warranty. Advertisement Some suppliers offer a three-year or 36,mile warranty with their reman
engines. The lighter oil will flow to the timing chain more quickly following a cold start and
reduce the noise somewhat. However, if the engine has a lot of miles on it more than , or
changing motor oils makes no difference, replacing the timing chain cassette s will likely be
necessary to quiet the engine. As we mentioned earlier, this is a rather involved repair
procedure so always refer to the Ford service literature for the step-by-step details. The
jackshaft drive gear and cam drive gear retaining bolts are TTY torque-to-yield and should not
be reused. The rear jackshaft bolt is also covered by a small circular plug on the back of the
engine. The left front and right rear cam drive cassettes for this engine are different, and the
design and quality of the parts can vary depending on the supplier. Some aftermarket suppliers
buy their cam drive cassettes from the same original equipment supplier that Ford uses, while
others do not. Go with the genuine Ford replacement parts or parts from a quality-brand
aftermarket company. By comparing the spark durations, you can quickly see if a spark plug is
fouled or a cylinder has low compression because the burn time for that cylinder will be longer.
If you see a cylinder with a shorter burn time, it would tell you that cylinder is running lean or
the spark plug gap in that cylinder is worn or set too wide. Ford TSB says the cure is to install a
damper kit to dampen the annoying vibration. Make sure you install the correct replacement
plugs because the ones for the 4. Though Ford diehards tend to stick with the original
Motorcraft brand spark plugs, any brand of spark plug will work in these engines provided the
plug manufacturer has a listing for the engine application. The plug gap is 0. The crankcase oil
capacity on the 4. Special Topics Webinars Video Podcasts. Magazine Current Issue Past
Issues. Connect with us. Advertise Subscribe Contact Us. By Larry Carley. Fortunately, the 4.
Some suppliers offer a three-year or 36,mile warranty with their reman engines. Watch a webinar
for free on-demand! Listen to the latest Underhood Service podcast. Stay up to date with the
latest Underhood Service news. By Larry Carley Carley. By Andrew Markel. Diagnostics: Power
Window Regulator Replacement. Video Series View More Videos. Sponsored Content. Ford first
introduced the 4. Only the Ranger and Explorer made use of this engine, from through In , the
Mustang, a staple in Ford's lineup, dropped the 3. These three vehicles ran with the 4. The 4.
The bore and stroke combine to create a total engine displacement of cubic inches. The total
valve count of 12 means that there are two valves per cylinder, one intake and one exhaust. The
output number of the 4. When fitted into the Ford Explorer, this engine produces horsepower at
5, rpm and foot-pounds of torque at 3, rpm. In the through Ford Mustang, the 4. When installed
in the Ford Ranger, the 4. The fuel economy of this V-6 engine ranged greatly depending on the
application. In the Ford Explorer, the 4. In the Ford Ranger, the 4. The through Mustang used the

4. Justin Cupler is a professional writer who has been published on several websites including
CarsDirect and Autos. Cupler has worked in the professional automotive repair field as a
technician and a manager since He has a certificate in broadcast journalism from the
Connecticut School of Broadcasting. Cupler is currently studying mechanical engineering at
Saint Petersburg College. Economy The fuel economy of this V-6 engine ranged greatly
depending on the application. User Name Remember Me? Password Forgot Password? Join Us!
Join Date: Dec Posts: Common problems with the 4. I just bought an 02' Ranger 4x4 with the 4.
After driving it for a couple of days, it had developed a leaking valve cover gasket. This should
be normal since it has , miles on it. I took it to a mechaninc to have fixed, and he found broken
timing chain tensioners too. This might explain the ticking noise I heard from the engine So now
the engine is out getting new timing chains and tensioners. Very expensive Is this common for
the 4. Thanks Also, under my user name it says "learning to use forums". I hope this is the right
forum to post this, if not I appologize. Last edited by coyote killer; at PM. Re: Common problems
with the 4. SOHC 4. Join Date: Sep Posts: 4, It's quite common for 4. It was a poor design that
was apparently updated in mid '03 model year. They still wear out though and yours might fall
under that category. Ford recalled the Explorers for this issue on this engine but only issued a
TSB for the Rangers with this engine. I couldn't afford to fix so I left it as-is. Fast forward to k
and she was getting really loud. I located a 4. It was far more beneficial for me to swap than fix
The replacement engine ran me considerably less. I'm lucky I did it when I did The ticking noise
you heard could be the fuel injectors. The injectors on these trucks are quite loud. Timing set is
more of a rattle than a tick. No worries, it's in the correct section of the site. Welcome to the site
and best of luck with the truck! Thanks for the replies! After reading your post Fx4wannabe01, I
wish I would have considered the newer engine too. I would be in a way better spot right now. It
sounds like, if I own this truck for a long time and put some miles on it, I will be facing this
problem again. The new parts are coming from Ford. Have they done anything to upgrade the
quality of the tensioners to compensate for their bad design? The failure rate has greatly been
reduced after the introduction of the redesigned parts, not to mention the engine being put into
a new application, the Mustang, along with updated Explorer and Explorer Sport Trac. I'm
already assuming yours have never been addressed earlier in it's life. I don't know if they have
ever been replaced before, I just bought this thing on an online auction. My guess is no. You
gave me very good information, Thank you! I am glad I joined this forum. Join Date: Mar Those
timing chain tensioner cassettes - SHOC 4. Also, one of those cassettes is much more
vulnerable to failing that the other and just because the vulnerable one was on the way out did
not guarantee that the other was; did the guy doing this work do a careful diagnosis? I'm not so
sure I like your mechanic. Chose carefully. I got my ranger back today. The mechanic changed
all of the parts in the timing cassetes, new plugs, valve cover gaskets, serp. The guides were
broken very badly, he had to dig part of them out of the oil pan. He didn't think that it was ever
taken to Ford for the Recall, unless it was done before they upgraded the parts. He was unsure.
All in all, I am happy because it should last a while now. Hopefully I can start adding cosmetic
upgrades now, and better creature comforts. Turn this beat up XL into something a little better.
Happy to be driving the ranger finally! I really didn't want to spend that much on it, but it didn't
look like to me there was any other option. Both guides were completely destroyed, they were
both changed. I will call ford with the VIN number of this Ran
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ger and see if they have information on past work performed. Maybe if they haven't done any
recall work on it then I could get a few bucks out of them, I won't hold my breathe on that.
Thanks for the information. This is my first Ford vehicle I have ever owned, and I am just now
learning about them. Most of the people I know have the 3. My luck to get the year and engine
that was known to have design problems. Thread Tools. User Name. Remember Me? Forgot
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Public Profile. Send a private message to coyote killer. Find all posts by coyote killer. Send a
private message to CJ. Find all posts by CJ. Fx4wannabe01 Ford Ranger Driver. Join Date: Sep
Posts: 4, Send a private message to Fx4wannabe Find all posts by Fx4wannabe Join Date: Mar
Posts: 4, Send a private message to cowboybilly9mile. Find all posts by cowboybilly9mile.
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